88	THE EMPTY QUARTER
The depression of Jaub al Budu', as we saw it from the
higher ground of the gravel plain northward of it, appeared
as a wide long salt-flat extending westward between firm
sand-ridges which form a buffer between the low ground and
the surrounding escarpment. At its eastern extremity, tucked
away in a sharp bend of the sand fringe, lay the single well of
Birkan, near which but in a well-wooded hollow of the sands
we pitched our camp. It was then 5 p.m., and those con-
cerned with such things got busy with the coffee and supper
against sunset—the zero hour of the Arabian day and by con-
ventional usage 6 p.m. by the reckoning of the European
population at Jidda. I went down to see the camels watered
at the well, whose plentiful and excellent water—it was a
spring rather than a well—lay at a depth of only four feet.
That done, I wandered about in the veritable coomb of
Tarfa and Ghadfia bushes and met Suwid returning from a
tour of inspection. Well, I asked, what have you seen ? Are
there any Arabs about 1 No, he replied, I have been all
round back there and saw neither Arabs nor camels, but I did
see a ' walking stone '—if you go up there to that bush yon-
der you will find it yet. I saw its track in the sands and then
came to it. I strolled away in the direction he had indicated,
and on a steep slope of sand actually saw the pattern of
tracks made by what seemed to be a rough nodule of flint.
Otherwise the phenomenon was not of great interest as the
movement of the stone was quite obviously due to the slip-
ping of the sand under it on the steep slope. Far off we
could see the dark headland of Fardat al Khin marking
roughly the position of the Ikhwan hamlet of Khin and the
general direction (approximately west-north-west) of the
morrow's march. But I was disappointed to see nothing of
the great Jabrin oasis which, according to Major Cheesman's
map, should have lain almost due north of Khin. Perhaps, I
thought, our guides had managed to bring us to the most
southerly point of the basin ; yet it puzzled me to hear that
we now had to march west rather than north to get to our
destination. Suwid, our expert for this part of the journey,
insisted that it was indeed so and scoffed at my ideas of the
lie of the land. Who should know Jabrin if I don't ? said

